COMPOSERS’ ACADEMY
1 Chia-Ying Lin Intermezzo to the Minotaur

10’25

2 Alex Woolf Octet6’43
3 Benjamin Ashby I’ve been planning for an impromptu 10’24
Total duration 
All works recorded live at Southbank Centre’s Royal Festival Hall, London on 2 June 2019

27’32

Notes from the composers
Chia-Ying Lin Intermezzo to the Minotaur (2019)
This piece was inspired by Picasso’s artwork Le Minotaure (1928). The mythical figure of the Minotaur symbolises human ambiguity,
somewhere between the divine and bestial. This condition is presented by different ways of playing certain instruments, where
primitive gestures and non-traditional effects are incorporated to symbolise the animal instincts as well as the expression of the power
of irrationality and the force of the unconscious.
The Minotaur, as represented in the collage by Picasso for the first time, seems to be running for all it is worth, as if it hopes to find a
way out of the myth’s labyrinth. Its position, as well as the curves shaping its body, is in contrast to the angular rigidity of the pieces
of pasted paper, and suggests the struggle against confinement. These aspects serve as inspirations for the form and structure of my
piece, where different musical characters – one celestial and fluid, the other brutal and bull-headstrong – are juxtaposed as musical
collages. Over the course of the music, the texture becomes embellished with flamboyant gestures. The flourishing figures then show
multiple attempts at escape from a single note’s confinement. The music later transforms into a more intrusive and violent character,
metamorphosing into a monstrous sound-world. © Chia-Ying Lin
Alex Woolf Octet (2019)
My Octet is governed principally by three types of musical energy. The first is the explosive energy of outlandish, audaciously fast
group gestures, which throughout the piece seem always to be reaching inexorably upward. The second is the driving energy of
a near-constant pulse, relentlessly and unyieldingly propelling the music forward. The third is the powerful, muscular energy of
sustained, athletic melodic lines, all unashamedly reaching for the musical foreground and invariably facing outward. The piece as a
whole is the result of fusing, layering and juxtaposing these three forces in ever-changing ways; there are moments when all three
types of energy present a united front, seemingly reaching for a common goal, and moments when their intentions seem diametrically
opposed. As the piece proceeds, each type of energy plays the role of disruptor to the other two; occasionally this leads to a
sudden dissipation of energy, a surprising moment of relative stasis. The piece concludes in its characteristically volatile state, facing
simultaneously forward, upward and outward.
© Alex Woolf
Benjamin Ashby I’ve been planning for an impromptu (2019)
My usual controlled and detailed style needed a bit of a change up, so in this piece I wanted to explore improvisation. I’ve recently
loved listening to free-jazz heroes such as Evan Parker and Barry Guy – they have such a sense of freedom that I wanted to capture in
my work. The piece is built on small fragments that ricochet through the ensemble, building in intensity and exploding into an all-out
mass improvisation. The irony perhaps is that the whole piece is a highly detailed transcription of my own improvisation, constantly in
tension with my comfortable ‘classical’ style, but hopefully giving that freedom to the players to really own their parts.
© Benjamin Ashby

Composers and artists biographies
Chia-Ying Lin (b.1990)
A 2018 winner of a Royal Philharmonic Society Composition Prize, Chia-Ying Lin is a composer
from Taiwan. Her works have earned international recognition since 2015, including third prize at
the International Jean Sibelius Composition Competition (Finland), first prize at the International
Composition Competition Piero Farulli (Italy), second prize at the International Composition
Competition Michele Novaro (Italy), first prize at William Howard’s Love Songs Composing Competition
(UK), a commission prize from the Goethe-Institut Korea for its Asian Composers Showcase 2017, and
the winner of the Seattle Symphony 2019 Celebrate Asia Composition Competition (US).
Chia-Ying’s works have been performed widely in Asia, Europe and the US, by the National Taiwan
Symphony Orchestra and Seattle Symphony, as well as various ensembles and soloists including
Ensemble TIMF, Psappha Ensemble, Quartetto Maurice, Quatuor Béla and Hong Kong New Music
Ensemble; and at festivals including the Taiwan International Music Festival, WeiWuYing’s Taiwan
International Festival of Arts, Tongyeong International Music Festival (Korea), ‘PlayIt!’ Festival
(Italy), Musiche in Mostra (Italy), Mänttä Music Festival (Finland), Festival Archipel (Switzerland) and
Leamington Music Festival Weekend (UK), amongst many others.
Described as having “manifest flair” (The Sunday Times), Chia-Ying’s Chanson Perpétuelle for piano has
been recorded and released by Orchid Classics, while her orchestral work Occultra was recorded by the
National Taiwan Symphony Orchestra and released on the orchestra’s own label. Her String Quartet is published by Ricordi Milan. Her
music has been broadcast on Yle (Finland), RAI Radio 3 (Italy), RTS (Switzerland) and RTI (Taiwan).
Chia-Ying studied composition at the Taipei National University of the Arts with Tsung-Hsien Yang,
at the University of Manchester with Philip Grange, and at Conservatorio Santa Cecilia in Rome with
Matteo D’Amico. In 2017 she completed a six-month Mentoring programme at the Peter Eötvös
Foundation in Budapest. Chia-Ying is grateful for the generous support of the National Culture and Arts
Foundation, Taiwan.

Alex Woolf is “one of the UK’s freshest new composing voices” (PRS For Music), and has composed
music for a wide variety of artists and ensembles, which include Sir James Galway, London Symphony
Orchestra, the Tallis Scholars, Malcolm Martineau and Colin Currie.
Notable recent works include Requiem, for Nicky Spence (tenor), Laura van der Heijden (cello) and Vox
Luna Chamber Choir; Quiet London, for Rowan Pierce (soprano), Elgan Llyr Thomas (tenor) and Iain
Burnside (piano); and Golden Rhapsody, recorded by Sir James Galway for broadcast on Classic FM.
Described by Gramophone as “a major presence in starry company”, Alex’s choral and vocal output
has received particular acclaim. O Vos Omnes was released on Signum by the Choir of St John’s
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College, Cambridge, earlier this year. Alex’s carol Nowell! was premiered at Cadogan Hall by The Bach Choir under David Hill, and his
anthem Come and See was commissioned by The Cathedral of St John the Divine, New York, to mark the 500th anniversary of the
Reformation. His vocal NHS Symphony – a collaboration with BBC Radio Documentaries – won awards at the Prix Europa and UK
ARIAS, and was praised as “groundbreaking” (The Times) and “haunting” (Metro).
Alex’s upcoming commissions include new works for the London Mozart Players and the BBC Philharmonic. Alex studied at Cambridge
University and the Royal Academy of Music, and is currently recipient of the Royal Philharmonic Society Composition Prize. Back in
2012, he was winner of BBC Young Composer of the Year.
Benjamin Ashby (b.1990)
Benjamin Ashby is an award-winning composer and artist from London. He is the recipient of the
2018 Royal Philharmonic Society Composition Prize, in collaboration with the Philharmonia Orchestra
Composers’ Academy. In 2016, Ben was a London Symphony Orchestra Panufnik Composer with work
appearing on the third LSO Panufnik Legacies album. Ben’s work has also appeared on BBC Radio 3’s
Lunch Time and Late Junction series with performances by the Carducci Quartet as part of the
Leicester International Music Festival, funded by the Britten-Pears Foundation. Ben has a strong interest
in opera as well and is keen to build on early operatic works with Gestalt Arts and the National Gallery
through new collaborations with librettist Gareth Mattey.
He studied at the Royal College of Music with composers Kenneth Hesketh, Mark-Anthony Turnage
and Simon Holt, and was awarded the Douglas and Hilda Simmons Foundation and HR Taylor Trust
Scholarships to study for his Bachelors and Masters.
Ben’s intense relationship between sexuality and spirituality has been a driver of his increasingly heavy,
grungy style and his interest in electronic music, and microtonality has also formed much of his later
work. His music has often been described as “obsessive” and “nuanced”, exploring the tensions in
metaphysical states.
Alongside composition, Benjamin is also the Founder and Director of The Arts Revolution, a new organisation with a mission to
radically transform arts education in schools across the UK; described as “the future of creative learning in the digital age”.
Geoffrey Paterson conductor
The young British conductor Geoffrey Paterson is admired for his impressive grasp of detail, responsiveness to musicians, and his
ability to shape and make music from the most complex scores, with natural authority. 2018/19 saw debuts with the Philharmonia
Orchestra, the Danish National Symphony Orchestra, BBC National Orchestra of Wales and the Aurora Orchestra. Paterson also
conducted two productions with Royal Danish Opera and has appeared with the Bavarian State Opera, Orchestra of the Age of
Enlightenment, Music Theatre Wales, Norwegian Radio Orchestra and London Sinfonietta, with whom Paterson appears in a range of
projects. This is his second recording on the NMC label.
In 2017/18 Paterson made his Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment debut, leading the orchestra in a film-score adaptation of
Strauss’s great comic opera Der Rosenkavalier in London and Vienna. He previously conducted Porgy and Bess for the Royal Danish

Opera, La bohème for Opera North, Die Entführung aus dem Serail for Glyndebourne on Tour and HK
Gruber’s Gloria von Jaxtberg at the Bregenz Festival and for the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden,
where he has been a regular guest since joining the Jette Parker Young Artists Programme. Also at
Covent Garden he has conducted Massenet’s Le Portrait de Manon (recorded for Opera Rara), Julian
Philips’s How the Whale Became, Søren Nils Eichberg’s Glare and the world premiere of Birtwistle’s
chamber opera double-bill, The Corridor and The Cure, which he then took to the Aldeburgh and
Holland festivals. He gave the UK premiere of Eötvös’s The Golden Dragon at the 2016 Buxton Festival.
Recent symphonic highlights have included appearances with the Orchestre National de Lille, National
Orchestra of Belgium, Basel Sinfonietta, BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra, Manchester Camerata,
Scottish Chamber Orchestra and Hamburg Symphony, with whom he performed George Benjamin’s
Into the Little Hill and Berio’s Recital I.
Geoffrey Paterson studied at Cambridge University, where he also took composition lessons with
Alexander Goehr, followed by studies at the Royal Scottish Academy of Music and Drama. Having won
both First Prize and the Audience Prize at the 2009 Leeds Conductors Competition, Paterson went on
to participate in the Lucerne Festival, conducting masterclasses with Pierre Boulez. During his time on
the Royal Opera House’s Young Artist Programme, he assisted conductors including Antonio Pappano,
Mark Elder, Andris Nelsons and Daniele Gatti in an extensive repertoire. For two seasons he worked in
Bayreuth as musical assistant to Kirill Petrenko for Der Ring des Nibelungen.

Led by its Principal Conductor & Artistic Advisor Esa-Pekka Salonen, the Philharmonia has a pioneering approach to the role of the
modern-day symphony orchestra, reaching new audiences and participants through audience development, digital technology and
learning and participation programmes. Based in London, but with residencies in cities throughout England and a thriving international
touring programme and global digital reach, the Philharmonia engages with a world-wide audience.
Composers’ Academy
As part of its contemporary music series Music of Today 2018/19 season, the Philharmonia Orchestra is delighted to present three new
works by emerging composers Benjamin Ashby, Chia-Ying Lin and Alex Woolf, participants in the Philharmonia’s 2018/19 Composers’
Academy and winners of the 2018 Royal Philharmonic Society Composition Prize. The RPS, famous for commissioning Beethoven’s
Ninth Symphony, is dedicated to helping composers fulfil their calling and find their voice. Annually it supports a range of emerging
composers and is grateful to partners like the Philharmonia for giving them the platform they deserve. In this, the RPS is kindly
supported by the ABRSM, The John S Cohen Foundation, Harold Hyam Wingate Foundation and The Delius Trust.
Under the guidance of Unsuk Chin, Artistic Director of the Music of Today series, and other visiting composers, the composers have
developed their works over their 10-month participation in the Composers’ Academy, benefitting from seminars and tutorials as well as

contemporary instrument exploration sessions and a works-in-progress workshop with Philharmonia players and conductor Geoffrey
Paterson.
In addition, the programme has offered a range of industry insight sessions looking at music publishing, the recording business and
marketing, and we are grateful for the support of our colleagues at NMC Recordings, RPS and Schott Music for their input into the
Academy programme.

Royal Philharmonic Society
200 years later, the Society continues to celebrate and empower musicians who – like our
founders – strive to enrich society with all that they do. Through grants, commissions and
performance opportunities we help exciting young performers and composers find their voice.
Through the renowned annual RPS Awards, we celebrate the quality, impact and ingenuity
of the finest artists and creative forces at work today. Through our Membership we aim to
cultivate national pride and curiosity in classical music, and rouse audiences to recognise
the vital and valued role they play in the country’s thriving musical heritage. Through all our
endeavours, we are dedicated to proving classical music’s rightful and powerful place in
society. The three works on this album were commissioned by the RPS.
royalphilharmonicsociety.org.uk

NMC Recordings
NMC Recordings is a multi award-winning new music charity. Founded in 1989 by composer
Colin Matthews OBE, we are devoted to enriching cultural life by connecting listeners around
the world with exceptional contemporary classical music by composers from across the British
Isles. We believe new music is a dynamic and engaging art-form, and we seek to inspire and challenge audiences.
As a charity NMC invests in new music solely based on artistic merit, free from the commercial pressures which restrict other record
labels. This allows us to collaborate closely with composers at all stages of their careers, including those who are firmly established in
the sector; those who are often overlooked by the wider industry; nurturing composers at the start of their careers through our Debut
Discs series; and those currently still in education.
Over the last 30 years NMC has become a national archive of British contemporary classical music. Our ever-expanding back
catalogue of recordings features over 250 albums of high-quality performances by major international artists and ensembles, and our
non-deletion policy means they are kept permanently available to the public.
In 2015, NMC became the first organisation to receive the prestigious Royal Philharmonic Society’s Leslie Boosey Award for “its
outstanding contribution to the furthering of contemporary music in Britain”. Colin Matthews subsequently received the Gramophone
Special Achievement Award 2017 for his “unique contribution to British contemporary music as founder and executive producer of
NMC”. www.nmcrec.co.uk

Other recordings in the Composers’ Academy Series available on NMC: www.nmcrec.co.uk/recordings
Composers’ Academy Volume 1
Lisa Illean Januaries
Gareth Moorcraft Reflections (After Gibbons)
Donghoon Shin The Hunter’s Funeral

Composers’ Academy Volume 2
Freya Waley-Cohen Ink
Austin Leung Music From the World
Eugene Birman Adagio

NMC DL3034

NMC DL3037

The Philharmonia Orchestra’s 2018/19 Composers’ Academy is generously supported by:
Composers’ Academy
Partner in Leicester

Music of Today is supported by

The Philharmonia Orchestra gratefully acknowledges support for Music of Today from Esa-Pekka Salonen.
The RPS is grateful for the support of these commissions from ABRSM, Britten-Pears Foundation, Delius Trust, The Radcliffe Trust and
Harold Hyam Wingate Foundation.
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